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The economy of the Republic of Azerbaijan relies heavily on its natural 
resources, the main resource, it should be noted, is oil. The economic crisis that 
began in recent years, the fall in oil prices and the devaluation of the manat aff ected 
the economic processes in Azerbaijan. In 2012, the head of state signed a decree 
approving the Azerbaijan 2020: A Look into the Future Development Concept. After 
conducting a brief SWOT analysis of the economy of Azerbaijan, we understand that 
a deliberate policy to strengthen the oil sector for the development of the non-oil 
sector is a priority and direction for diversifying the national economy.

The main strategic view of the further development of the economy of Azerbaijan 
is the eff ective use of existing resources to achieve sustainable economic growth and 
high social well-being, creating conditions for the protection and defense of human 
rights and freedoms, and their active civic participation in the public life of the 
country.
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The economy of the Republic of Azerbaijan relies heavily on its natural resources, 
the main resource, it should be noted, is oil. The economic crisis that began in recent years, 
the fall in oil prices and the devaluation of the manat aff ected the economic processes in 
Azerbaijan. The second devaluation of the national currency - manat by 47.6% at the end 
of 2015, President of the Republic of Azerbaijan Ilham Aliyev referred to the program step, 
noting the main tasks facing the structures responsible for the development of a number 
of sectors of the Azerbaijani economy[www.president.az, 2018]. Considering the current 
state of the country’s economy, it is worth noting that several years ago Azerbaijan began 
to form a single plan for the development of the non-oil sector, which will reduce the 
country’s dependence on hydrocarbon resources.

In 2012, the head of state signed a decree approving the Azerbaijan 2020: A Look 
into the Future Development Concept [Концепция развития «Азербайджан 2020: 
взгляд в будущее», 2012]. The concept, which covers the period up to 2020, envisages 
strengthening the development of economic processes in the country’s regions, improving 
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competitiveness, improving transport infrastructure, logistics, transit, transition to an 
information society, developing human capital, developing culture, institutional reforms 
and environmental protection. After conducting a brief SWOT analysis of the economy 
of Azerbaijan, we understand that a deliberate policy to strengthen the oil sector for the 
development of the non-oil sector is a priority and direction for diversifying the national 
economy.

According to this analysis, the prospects for the development of the Azerbaijani
economy for its further development should be identifi ed 6 main reasons that form 

the structure and action plan for their successful implementation.
1) Macroeconomic and political stability in the country;
2) Acceptable investment climate;
3) Availability of foreign exchange reserves to ensure fi nancial independence in the

country;
4) The presence of its own socio-economic model for the development of the non-oil

sector;
5) The ability to expand the transit of Azerbaijani products to the world market;
6) Recognition of Azerbaijan as a reliable partner among the leading economic

powers.
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SWOT Analysis of Azerbaijan’s economy

These conditions allow us to develop an appropriate structure and further action plan 
for their eff ective use and functioning of the entire structure. The diversifi cation of the 
economy of Azerbaijan has 5 main dimensions [Mehdiyev, 2005]:

 GDP diversifi cation will mainly focus on the non-oil sector;
 Export diversifi cation will be based on updating the share of innovative goods

and services;
 Diversifi cation of partners, based on the economies of developed countries;
  Diversifi cation of institutional security, including natural capital, physical capital,

human and institutional;
  Diversifi cation of the regional economy.
  According to the Concept “Azerbaijan 2020: A Look into the Future”, the main 

directions of economic diversifi cation were formed.
The main strategic view of the further development of the economy of Azerbaijan is 

the eff ective use of existing resources to achieve sustainable economic growth and high 
social well-being, creating conditions for the protection and defense of human rights and 
freedoms, and their active civic participation in the public life of the country.

The main goal of diversifi cation of the national economy, as the head of state Ilham 
Aliyev noted, is the entry of Azerbaijan by 2020 into the number of countries with “high 
average income”, eliminating dependence on hydrocarbon exports, strengthening its posi-
tion and further progress among the countries with “high human development” classifi ca-
tions of the United Nations Development Program for Human Development.

Regarding economic development, the main goal is to preserve the status of Azerbai-
jan as a leader in the region and turn it into a country with a high competitiveness of the 
participant in the system of international economic relations. The Development Concept 
“Azerbaijan - 2020: A Look into the Future” is based on the economic model of export 
orientation and provides that increasing competitiveness and improving the structure of the 
economy will contribute to the growth of non-oil exports. The promotion and expansion of 
innovation, along with the rapid development of the non-oil industry, will create a fertile 
ground for the formation of a knowledge-based economy in the country.

The formation of a highly competitive economy is a priority for diversifying the 
economy of Azerbaijan. As noted earlier, the socio-economic model of Azerbaijan has a 
specifi c character. Azerbaijan seeks to form an economic model based on eff ective govern-
ment regulation and mature market relations.

As experience shows, an eff ective economic system with global competitiveness can 
exist only in the conditions of market relations based on free competition and entrepre-
neurial activity. As noted in the concept, in the conditions of completion of the transition 
period and the formation of mature market relations in Azerbaijan, the functions of state 
regulation and management will be carried out mainly in the fi eld of maintaining macro-
economic stability, improving the business atmosphere and ensuring free competition in 
the country, creating favorable conditions for local and foreign investment, improving the 
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structure of the economy, the implementation of investment and large-scale infrastructure 
projects, eff ective organization of social protection of the population. In order to further 
increase the competitiveness of the economic system, a gradual transition from passive to 
active tax policy will be ensured, and measures taken to optimize tax rates will help create 
a favorable environment for business activities.

The improvement of the existing structure of oil production and the development of 
the non-oil sector is characterized as a direction in the construction, reconstruction and 
modernization of the systems for the production, transportation and processing of oil and 
gas. As part of the development of the economy, on the basis of the respective entities, it 
is also planned to build a complex consisting of oil, gas and petrochemical plants. The for-
mation of the complex will make it possible to attract the necessary investments, comply 
with environmental standards, establish a technological chain before the production of 
fi nal products, increase the competitiveness of fi nished products, and expand the volume 
and range of exports in this area.

In the period covered by the concept, in order to accelerate the use of alternative 
energy sources, it is planned to carry out work aimed at implementing incentive measures, 
developing the institutional environment, strengthening scientifi c and technological poten-
tial, continuing training of specialists and educating energy consumers. In 2009, the State 
Agency for Alternative and Renewable Energy Sources of Azerbaijan was created, which 
was actively engaged in the project on “Promoting the development of sustainable energy 
in Azerbaijan” in cooperation with UNDP. According to this agency, Azerbaijan has a wind 
power potential of about 4.5 thousand megawatts, biomass - 1.5 thousand megawatts, geo-
thermal and geothermal energy - 800 megawatts, small hydroelectric power stations - 350 
megawatts.[ www.stat.gov.az]

The development of regions through the creation of industrial enterprises, character-
ized by production based on local raw materials, the off er is not completed. There is a great 
potential for the development and construction of enterprises for the production of steel, 
oil and gas processing and petrochemical complexes. The main feature of the development 
of innovative technologies in industrial enterprises is the creation of industrial towns in the 
regions. From this point of view, the period covered by the concept sets the goal of creat-
ing a special economic zone, and organizing industrial towns for each economic region, 
taking into account their economic potential (including industrial towns for processing 
petrochemical products in Sumgait, recycling household waste in Balakhani and producing 
metal (aluminum) products in Ganja).

The formation of transport infrastructure will allow Azerbaijan to build trade rela-
tions with many countries both in the region and with distant countries.

Eff ective use of the strategic geographical location of the country allows you to cre-
ate logistics in the regions of the Republic. The developed transport network and services 
make it possible to increase the attractiveness of the country as an industrial and invest-
ment center. The basis of this direction is the formation of the structure of the mechanism 
of management of local and foreign transportation. In this regard, it is planned to imple-
ment generalized measures refl ecting a unifi ed strategic approach for road, rail, water, air 
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and metro. In order to increase the competitiveness of the country in the international trans-
port corridors Europe-Caucasus-Asia and North-South, measures will be taken to reduce 
the costs associated with cargo transportation through Azerbaijan, reduce the time spent on 
export-import operations and transit, simplify procedures. Discussion in Baku in January 
2016 on the creation of the North-South project will allow to increase cargo transportation 
and passenger transportation from Russia to India through Azerbaijan. North-South is a 
multi-modal route for transporting passengers and cargo, with a total length of 7,200 kilo-
meters from St. Petersburg to the port of Mumbai (Bombay). It was created to attract transit 
cargo fl ows from India, Iran and other countries of the Persian Gulf to the Russian territory 
(through the Caspian Sea) and further to Northern and Western Europe. The signifi cance 
and possibilities of the corridor can be judged by the commodity market, which it can cov-
er. According to forecasts, this fi gure is estimated at more than 20 million tons per year. In 
2016, it is planned to complete the fi rst phase of construction work, which provides for the 
construction of a railway eight kilometers long from Azerbaijani Astara to Iran’s border, 
where a bridge across the Astara River will also be built.

In the coming years, the construction of the International Sea Trade Port in Alat will 
be completed, the fl eet will be renewed and expanded, the transport and logistics center 
will be built, the Baku-BeyukKesik and Baku-Yalama railways will be restored and mod-
ernized, and the railway will be put into operation Baku-Tbilisi-Kars. At the same time, 
the necessary reconstruction will be carried out on the main ways of railway transport, 
the transportation fl eet will be updated, the transition to the thrust system with alternating 
current will be provided on all routes.

The third, one of the important directions, is the use of information and communica-
tion technologies for the transition to an information society. The transition to the informa-
tion community, through the development of ICT, the development of electronic services, 
the development of the activities of the National Center for Electronic Security, are the 
main ways to regulate this area. Using the capabilities of an artifi cial satellite allows you 
to increase annual income, thereby developing the non-oil sector. According to the data of 
the Ministry of Communications and High Technologies, starting from 2007 the income 
growth of the information and communication sector reaches 25-30% per year.

The fourth direction of diversifi cation of the national economy is the development 
of human capital and social spheres. The main aspects of this direction are health issues, 
the formation of a modern education system and the improvement of the social protection 
system. The dynamic increase in the share of allocated[Abbasov,2005]

 on health care funds in gross domestic product and formation
 mechanisms to ensure rational and targeted use
 allocated funds
To enhance the material and technical base health are carried out construction, over-

haul and reconstruction of medical institutions, equipping them with modern medical 
equipment, at the same time systematically continuing health care reforms. In accordance 
with the sustainable course of President IlhamAliyev, from the 2015 budget, 708.0 million 
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manat were allocated to health care spending or 6.4 percent more compared to 2014, 161.0 
was spent on fi nancing 13 state programs and activities in the health sector million manat. 
As a result of the approved “State Program on Improving Maternal and Child Health for 
2014–2020,” maternal and infant mortality rates in the republic have decreased. So, if the 
coeffi  cient of maternal death for every 100 thousand live births in 2006 was 34.2, then in 
2013 this fi gure was 14.5. And the infant mortality rate per 1,000 live births in the respective 
years decreased from 11.9 to 10.8. Great work is underway on social protection and improv-
ing the living conditions of refugees. As the Minister of Finance Samir Sharifov noted at a 
meeting of the Cabinet of Ministers dedicated to the results of socio-economic development 
in 2015, 378.0 million manat was spent from the consolidated and state budgets as a whole 
to enhance social protection and improve the living conditions of refugees and internally 
displaced persons The number of current and capital expenditures of the state budget - 228.0 
million manat, from the budget of the State Oil Fund - 150.0 million manat.

Despite the economic and fi nancial diffi  culties that our country faced in 2015,
Azerbaijan is not going to curtail projects in the development of the economic poten-

tial of the country’s regions, in particular, the agricultural sector of the economy, the use of 
human capital and intellectual property.

To achieve the above directions, Azerbaijan is developing and considering mecha-
nisms for

the eff ective regulation and functioning of this structure. These mechanisms include 
the following:

 Improvement and formation of tax and customs mechanisms;
 Use of export support system;
  Increasing the capacity of the agricultural sector;
  Support for small and medium-sized businesses, through lending and the active

participation of commercial banks;
 Stimulation of venture production;
 Development of production and services.
Thus, it should be noted that Azerbaijan is trying to create a structure to strengthen 

the economy by using oil and gas fi elds, exporting oil and improving petrochemical prod-
ucts to transform and transform the country from a raw material exporter to an exporter 
of fi nished petrochemical products, transportation services. Technology information and 
communication sector to create a strong, competitive economy.
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აზერ ბა ი ჯა ნის რეს პუბ ლი კის ეკო ნო მი კა დიდ წი ლად ეყ რდნო ბა მის ბუ ნებ-
რივ რე სურ სებს. უნ და აღი ნიშ ნოს, რომ მი სი მთა ვა რი რე სურ სი არის ნავ თო ბი. 
ბო ლო წლე ბის გან მავ ლო ბა ში დაწყ ე ბუ ლი ეკო ნო მი კუ რი კრი ზი სი, ნავ თო ბის 
ფა სე ბის ვარ დნა და მა ნა თის დე ვალ ვა ცია გავ ლე ნას ახ დენ და აზერ ბა ი ჯა ნის 
ეკო ნო მი კა ზე. 2012 წელს სა ხელ მწი ფოს მე თა ურ მა ხე ლი მო ა წე რა ბრძა ნე ბუ-
ლე ბას, რომ ლი თაც დამ ტკიც და პროგ რა მა „აზერბაიჯანი 2020“. შე იც ვა ლა მო-
მავ ლის გან ვი თა რე ბის კონ ცეფ ცი ა. აზერ ბა ი ჯა ნის ეკო ნო მი კის მოკ ლე SWOT 
ანა ლი ზის ჩა ტა რე ბის შემ დეგ ჩვენ გვეს მის, რომ აუ ცი ლე ბე ლია ეროვ ნუ ლი 
ეკო ნო მი კის დი ვერ სი ფი კა ცია და ნავ თო ბის სექ ტო რის გაძ ლი ე რე ბა არა ნავ თო-
ბის სექ ტო რის გან ვი თა რე ბის მიზ ნით.

აზერ ბა ი ჯა ნის ეკო ნო მი კის შემ დგო მი გან ვი თა რე ბის მთა ვა რი სტრა ტე-
გი უ ლი ხედ ვა არის არ სე ბუ ლი რე სურ სე ბის ეფექ ტი ა ნი გა მო ყე ნე ბა მდგრა დი 
ეკო ნო მი კუ რი ზრდი სა და მა ღა ლი სო ცი ა ლუ რი კე თილ დღე ო ბის მი საღ წე ვად. 

უკა ნას კნე ლი წლე ბის ეკო ნო მი კურ მა კრი ზის მა, ფა სე ბის ვარ დნამ ნავ-
თობ ზე და მა ნა თის დე ვალ ვა ცი ამ, მკვეთ რად უარ ყო ფი თი ზე გავ ლე ნა მო ახ დი-
ნა აზერ ბა ი ჯა ნის ეკო ნო მი კა ზე. შექ მნი ლი სი ტუ ა ცი ი დან გა მოს ვლის მიზ ნით 
აზერ ბა ი ჯა ნის რეს პუბ ლი კის პრე ზი დენ ტმა ილ ჰამ ალი ევ მა მი ი ღო პროგ რა მა, 
რო მე ლიც ით ვა ლის წი ნებს ქვეყ ნის რე გი ო ნებ ში ეკო ნო მი კუ რი პრო ცე სე ბის 
გან ვი თა რე ბის გაძ ლი ე რე ბას, კონ კუ რენ ტუ ნა რი ა ნო ბის ამაღ ლე ბას, სატ რან-
სპორ ტო ინ ფრას ტრუქ ტუ რის გა უმ ჯო ბე სე ბას, ლო ჯის ტი კას, ტრან ზიტს, ინ-
ფორ მა ცი ულ სა ზო გა დო ე ბა ში გა დას ვლას, ადა მი ა ნ-კა პი ტა ლი სა და კულ ტუ-
რის გან ვი თა რე ბას, ინ სტი ტუ ცი ო ნა ლურ რე ფორ მებს და გა რე მოს დაც ვას.

 


